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Abstract. The success of the Material Point Method (MPM) in solving many challenging
problems nevertheless raises some open questions regarding the fundamental properties of the
method such as the energy conservation since being addressed by Bardenhagen and by Love and
Sulsky. Similarly while low order symplectic time integration techniques are used with MPM,
higher order methods have not been used. For this reason the Stormer Verlet method, a popular
and widely-used symplectic method is applied to MPM. Both the time integration error and the
energy conservation properties of this method applied to MPM are considered. The method is
shown to have locally third order accuracy of energy conservation in time. This is in contrast to
the locally second order accuracy in energy conservation of the methods that are used in many
MPM calculations. This third accuracy accuracy is demonstrated both locally and globally on
a standard MPM test example.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Material Point Method (MPM) is often described as a solid mechanics method that is de-
rived [10, 11] from the fluid implicit particle, FLIP and PIC methods. MPM has been very suc-
cessful when applied to very many large deformation problems. However some of the properties
of the method are still not as well-understood as they might be in areas such as time integration
and conservation of energy. For example energy conservation is considered by Bardenhagen
[1] and it is shown that the standard MPM method gives second order energy conservation over
a timestep or first order overall. The analysis of Love and Sulsky [8] extends these results and
shows that energy conservation is possible if a full mass matrix is used. The same authors also
show that using a lumped mass matrix gives second order locally energy conservation. Other
improved time integration methods based upon a central difference approach are considered by
[12]. The relationship between MPM time integration and symplectic time integration methods
is considered by [3]. Such symplectic methods have good conservation properties [6]. Further-
more the Stormer-Verlet [6] method has third order accuracy locally. This method is symplectic
and very widely used in many applications [7] such as molecular dynamics and planetary orbits
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and even dates back to Newton as was demonstrated by Feynman see [6]. The intention here
is to apply the Stormer-Verlet method to MPM and to determine its accuracy and conservation
properties. It is shown that the time continuity properties of the spatial methods used play an
important role in time accuracy and in conservation. Furthermore it is shown that it is helpful
for the basis functions to possess a commutative property so that a discrete version of inte-
gration by parts may be used. Although a model one dimensional problem is considered the
results are more broadly applicable to higher dimensions. Section 2 describes the MPM method
and the model problem used, while Section 3 explains how the Stormer Verlet method may
be applied to MPM. Section 4 provides an analysis of the timestepping errors of the Stormer
Verlet method and MPM while Sections 5 and 6 derives the energy conservation error of the
method. Numerical experiments comparing the aproaches on a model problem used by [5] are
reported in Section 7, and show show that the Stormer Verlet method has better accuracy and
conservation properties than the method considered in [1].
2 MPM MODEL PROBLEM AND METHOD
The description of MPM used here follows [5] in that the model problem used here is a pair of











with a linear stress model σ = E ∂u∂x for which Young’s modulus, E, is constant, a body force b,
which is initially assumed to be zero, and with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. For
convenience a mesh of equally spaced N +1 fixed nodes Xi with intervals Ii = [Xi,Xi+1] , on on
the interval [a,b] is used where
a = X0 < X1 < ... < XN = b, (3)
h = Xi −Xi−1. (4)
Theses fixed nodes are referred to as the i points. It will also be assumed that periodic boundary
conditions exist in that
σ(a)v(a) = σ(b)v(b) (5)
together with appropriate initial conditions. While the analysis of MPM for time integration
error and energy conservation uses the model problem above it does apply more generally and
in multiple space dimensions with a few obvious modifications. It will also be assumed that
are np particles between each pair of nodes, situated at xnp points where at each time step,
tn = δt ∗ n, where n is the nth time step, and the computed solution at the pth particles will be
written as unp = u(x
n
p, t
n). Suppose that the particles in interval i lie between Xi and Xi+1 and
have positions xim+ j, j = 1, ..,m. The calculation of the internal forces in MPM at the nodes






In this case the subscript pi represents a mapping from particles p to node i. The subscript ip
would represent a mapping from nodes i to particles p. The negative sign arises as a result of




It is important to note that the coefficients Dpi(xnp) and Spi(x
n
p) depend explicitly on the back-
ground mesh and the particle positions and that they also be chosen to reproduce derivatives of
constant and linear functions exactly [5]. It should also be noted that mappings from particles to
derivatives on grids e.g.Dpi may possibly be very different from forming derivatives at particles
using nodal values as denoted by Dip. Similar comments apply to interpolating from particles
to grids as denoted by the coefficients Spi and from nodes to grids as denoted by Sip. The initial
volume of the particles is uniform for the np particles in an interval. The particle volumes are
defined using the deformation gradient, Fnp , and the initial particle volume,V
0
p ,









, where F0p = 1 (8)







The equation to update velocity at the nodes, as denoted by vni is then given by
v̇i = ai (10)
The equation for the update of the particle velocity is then
v̇p = ap (11)





The equation for the particle position update is
ẋp = vp (13)



















3 THE STORMER VERLET TIME INTEGRATION METHOD
In solving the system of equations defined above by equations (6) to (16) one standard ap-
proach used is to order the equations in a certain order and then to solve them in turn using
explicit methods. Differences in how the equations are solved corresponds to whether or not
the stress is updated first or last in a timestep, a choice that is discussed at length by [1] and [4].
These two different choices are related to the use of the semi-implicit Euler A or B method, [7],
[3]. An alternative approach of Hairer et al.[6] defines a method with better time integration
properties. Applying the method of p. 407 of [6] requires one extra step over the symplectic
Euler Stress Last or Stress First methods [3, 1] to define both nodal and particle velocities, and
spatial points at half timestep values. This approach applied to MPM will now be described.

































The equation for the update of the particle velocity is then




Similarly the equation for the particle position update is




The velocity gradients at particles are calculated using
∂v
∂x


























(xn+1/2p , tn+1/2) (25)
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and the acceleration is updated with these two values which are the updated stresses and defor-
























































The conservation of energy analysis below will assume that the updated spatial position are
substituted into equation (26) so that the nodal and particle accelerations and velocities at time
tn+1 reflect the correct values of the spatial mesh points.
4 Local Errors in Stormer-Verlet applied to MPM
In evaluating the local error in a step of the Stormer Verlet method it is important to note that
the method consists of a half step using a forward Euler method. The values computed from
this are substituted into what may be described as a Trapezoidal rule or Midpoint rule, before
a final update that appears like part of a second-order Runge-Kutta Method. Considering the
Forward Euler half step, the first error is that in the nodal velocity equation (19). In this case if




















This obviously require differentiability of the coefficients Dip(x(t)), even when particles cross
















Second order accuracy requires that the coefficients Sip(x(t)) are differentiable in time. The
local errors in the updates of the deformation gradient as defined in (24) is similar to that of the













Stress is updated using the appropriate constitutive model and Young’s Modulus, E, at the mid












Again the differentiability of the coefficients D is required. The full local errors including those


























When updating the velocity and position at the particles the nodal errors are carried by inter-














where the propagated error from the stress and deformation gradients in the acceleration is

























































The time local error in the value of the acceleration at a point xnp as defined by (28) is given by


























(Sip(xp(t))V ni ) (46)






In summary, even after taking into account the propagated errors from the different MPM stages,
the local error appears to be third order, providing that the coefficients of the MPM method
Sip(x(t)) and Dip(x(t)) are sufficiently differentiable.
5 ENERGY CONSERVATION OF MPM
The focus here is on the energy of the particles as this corresponds to the points moved in
computation and solution values that used and displayed. The starting point is, for the moment,
to ignore the body forces and then to use the approach of [1].
5.1 Grid Point Kinetic Energy of MPM













mp(vn+1p − vnp)(vn+1p + vnp) (49)


















































































































5.2 Strain Energy of MPM
The rate of change of strain energy is given by (28) in [1]. Hence integrating this equation



















This expression is different from that derived by Bardenhagen [1] using piecewise linear ap-






∂x ), while the error in
Bardenhagen’s expression is about a factor of three larger. Substituting for the spatial deriva-






































































The two symmetry relations mentioned in the introduction are now needed




Dqi(xq(t)) = Diq(xq(t)) (58)




































6 Energy Conservation Error of the Stormer Verlet Scheme
Combining the kinetic and strain energy expressions gives the energy conservation error











































































Assuming for the moment that the D and S values are updated to have the final velocities this
may now be simplified to be






















































































Using (18,20,25) and (28) this may now be written as











It follows that if all the components of the above equation are differentiable then
∆E E err = O(dt3) (62)
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6.1 Contribution from the Body Forces
The body forces may be divided by nodal mass to get body accelerations at the nodes, de-
noted here by b̂i. The body accelerations at the particles are denoted by b̂p. It is then routine to
show that the energy error due to the body forces, ∆E E Berr is given by










































allows the above equation to be written as






















































Again all these terms are O(dt3) if there is sufficient smoothness in time.
6.2 Energy Conservation Errors of The Stress First/Last Schemes
The above analysis may easily be extended to the stress first and stress last schemes discussed
by [1]. In the case of Stress First this gives, in terms of the particular Stress First accelerations
and velocities [?], the energy conservation error








While in the case of Stress Last the sign is reversed. It follows that both these errors are O(dt2).
7 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to illustrate the above results the model 1D bar problem used by [5] and [3] is used.
The cell width is h = 10−2, the material density is ρ0 = 1 and the time interval is [0,1]. The
initial spatial discretization uses two evenly spaced particles per cell with the spatial domain
being [0,1]. The Young’s modulus values are E = 256 and E = 64. The maximum displacement
is A = 0.015, and A = 0.05 and the time step values used are dt = 10−6,10−5,10−4,10−3. In
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both these cases for the values given of A it should be noted that with the use of the above
parameters particles will cross from one cell to another.
Experiments were undertaken with the MPM GIMP method [9] These experiments were run
with fixed time steps as shown in Table 1 in which the time step, dt is varied appropriately. The
number of grid crossings varies greatly, see [3]. Roughly speaking the case with A = 1.5e− 2
has about half the grid crossings of the case when A = 5.0e−2. The results in Table 1 show for
the maximum over th timesteps of the sum of squares of energy and displacement errors that
the Stormer Verlet method is much better at conserving energy that a standard MPM approach,
as indeed the theoretical results suggest. Moreover the theoretical local second and third order
accuracies also in this case give rise to global second and third order accuracy.
8 CONCLUSIONS
This approach addresses the conservation properties of the MPM method by deriving the
conservation properties of the Stormer Verlet Method and by contrasting it in experiments with
the Stress First and Stress Last methods discussed by [1]. The Stormer Verlet method appears
to have superior energy conserving properties.
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